Abstract-Markov chains are an important tool for solving practical problems. In particular, Markov chains have been successfully applied in bioinformatics. Traditional statistical tools for processing Markov chains assume that we know the exact probabilities pij of a transition from the state i to the state j. In reality, we often only know these transition probabilities with interval (or fuzzy) uncertainty. We start the paper with a brief reminder of how the Markov chain formulas can be extended to the cases of such interval and fuzzy uncertainty.
I. MARKOV CHAINS ARE IMPORTANT
Many real-life processes are described by Markov chains, in which the probability p ij of going from state i to state j depends only on these two states and does not depend on the previous history. In particular, Markov chains are actively used to described gene-related processes in bioinformatics; see, e.g., [4] , [12] .
For each state i, the probabilities p ij of going to different states j = 1, . . . , n should add up to one:
One computational advantage of Markov chains is that once we know the probabilities p ij of one-step transitions, we can determine the probabilities p (2) ij of 2-step transitions as
Similarly, we can then define the probabilities of 3-step transitions, etc.
II. MARKOV CHAINS UNDER INTERVAL AND FUZZY UNCERTAINTY
In practice, we often do not know the exact values of the transition probabilities p ij . Instead, we know the intervals [p ij , p ij ] of possible values of p ij , or, even more generally, fuzzy numbers µ ij which describe these probabilities; see, e.g., [13] , [19] .
A natural question is: once we have this information about the one-step transition probabilities, what can we conclude about the 2-step transition probabilities? For example, in the interval case, we would like to know the intervals
In the fuzzy case, we would like to know the fuzzy sets corresponding to p (2) ij .
III. FROM THE COMPUTATIONAL VIEWPOINT, IT IS SUFFICIENT TO CONSIDER INTERVAL UNCERTAINTY
In the fuzzy case, to describe the corresponding uncertainty, for each value p of the probability p ij , we describe the degree µ ij (p) to which this value is possible.
For each degree of certainty α, we can determine the set of values of p ij that are possible with at least this degree of certainty -the α-cut p ij (α) def = {p | µ ij (p) ≥ α} of the original fuzzy set. In many practical cases, this α-cut is an interval.
Vice versa, if we know α-cuts for every α, then, for each value p, we can determine the degree of possibility that p belongs to the original fuzzy set [1] , [3] , [10] , [15] , [16] , [17] . A fuzzy set can be thus viewed as a nested family of its α-cuts.
A fuzzy number can be defined as a fuzzy set for which all α-cuts are intervals.
So, if instead of an interval p ij of possible values of the transition probability, we have a fuzzy number µ ij (p) of possible values, then we can view this information as a family of nested intervals x ij (α) (α-cuts of the given fuzzy sets).
Our objective is then to compute the fuzzy number corresponding to the desired value p (2) ij . In this case, for each level α, the corresponding α-cut of this fuzzy number can be computed based on the α-cuts p ij (α) of the corresponding input fuzzy sets. The resulting nested intervals form the desired fuzzy number for p (2) ij . So, e.g., if we want to describe 10 different levels of uncertainty, then we must solve 10 interval computation problems. Thus, from the computational viewpoint, it is sufficient to produce an efficient algorithm for the interval case.
IV. IN GENERAL, EFFICIENT ALGORITHMS FOR COMPUTING 2-STEP TRANSITION PROBABILITIES UNDER INTERVAL UNCERTAINTY ARE KNOWN
Specifically, these algorithms are described in [11] . Motivations and details of these algorithms are given in the Appendix.
V. SYMMETRIC MARKOV CHAINS
In some practical situations, we have symmetric (Tinvariant) Markov chains, i.e., Markov chains in which the probability p ij of going from state i to state j is always equal to the probability of going from state j to state i:
This happens, e.g., in describing mutations and other transitions in bioinformatics.
VI. SYMMETRIC MARKOV CHAINS UNDER INTERVAL UNCERTAINTY
As we have mentioned, in real life, we often only know the transition probabilities p ij with interval (or fuzzy) uncertainty. How does the additional symmetry requirement change the range of possible values of 2-step transition probabilities?
The main change is that in the formula describing this range, we must impose this additional symmetry requirement. Thus, we arrive at the following formula:
VII. IN GENERAL, SYMMETRY HELPS
It is known that the symmetry assumption usually enables us to speed up computations.
• First, because of symmetry, we need to store fewer data values p ij .
• Second, the transition probability matrix p ij become symmetric, and it is known that for symmetric matrices, there are often faster algorithms; see, e.g., [2] .
It is therefore reasonable to expect that under interval uncertainty, symmetry will also be helpful.
VIII. UNDER INTERVAL UNCERTAINTY, SYMMETRY MAKES COMPUTATIONS MORE COMPLEX
In this paper, we prove that, contrary to the above expectations, under interval uncertainty, symmetry makes Markov chain computations more complex.
Specifically, we have mentioned that in the general case of interval uncertainty, computing 2-step transition probabilities is a computationally feasible problem. In contrast, we will prove that in the symmetric case, computing the (endpoints of the) exact range p (2) ij,sym of 2-step probabilities is computationally difficult (namely, NP-hard).
IX. PROOF OF NP-HARDNESS 1
• . Our proof is based on reducing, to this problem, a known NP-hard subset problem, where we are given n positive integers s 1 , . . . , s n , and we must find the values ε i ∈ {−1, 1} for which
For precise definitions of NP-hardness, see, e.g., [5] , [18] .
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• . To each instance of the subset problem, we assign a
• . The value α should be selected in such a way as to guarantee that the transition probabilities are always non-
. This must hold for all i, so we must make sure that α does not exceed the smallest of these values -i.e., the value corresponding to the largest s i . Thus, we can take
• . In this case, for every i, the (unknown) actual probability p 1i = p i1 can be described as
where
• . In terms of the auxiliary variables ∆ i , the requirement that
• . Let us now find the range of possible values for the probability p (2) 11,sym that in two steps we will return back from state 1 to state 1. According to the general definition of p (2) ij,sym , this probability is equal to
Since we only consider symmetric probabilities, we have
Substituting the expression p
Here,
Therefore, we conclude that
By moving constant factors outside the sum, we get:
The first sum is equal to 1
• . Let us prove that the number
11,sym if and only if the original instance of a subset problem has a solution.
7.1
• . Indeed, if the original instance has a solution ε for which
. So, the only possibility to have
i for all i -otherwise, we would have
Since • . The reduction is proven, and so the problem of computing of 2-step transition probabilities in the symmetric intervaluncertainty case is indeed NP-hard.
APPENDIX: ANALYSIS OF THE GENERAL (NON-SYMMETRIC) PROBLEM AND A STEP-BY-STEP DESIGN OF EFFICIENT ALGORITHMS FOR SOLVING THIS PROBLEM
Reduction to SUE expressions. We would like to use interval computations (see, e.g., [7] , [8] , [9] , [14] ) in our estimates. In interval computations, one known source of excess width is repetition of variables. It is known that if a formula is a singleuse expression (SUE), i.e., if in this formula, each variable only occurs once, that for such formulas, straightforward interval computations lead to the exact range (see, e.g., [6] ). To avoid this excess width, let us first represent the expression (2) in SUE form. The original formulas have few repetitions of variables, so this reduction can be easily done. The resulting expressions are different for i = j and for i = j. For i = j, we get the following SUE expression:
For i = j, we get the following SUE expression:
Auxiliary peeling algorithm for solving quadratic optimization problems: reminder. To compute the exact range of p (2) ij , we must find the maximum and the minimum of the corresponding expressions (3) and (4) under the conditions (1) and
In other words, we want to optimize a quadratic function under linear constraints (equalities and inequalities).
To solve these auxiliary optimization problems, we can use the idea of peeling; see, e.g, [8] . The idea of peeling is a natural extension of the known simplex techniques for solving linear programming problems. This idea can be described as follows.
From the geometric viewpoint, a region described by linear equalities and inequalities is a polytope. The maximum (or a minimum) of a function in this region is attained either in the interior of this polytope, or in one of its lower-dimensional boundary polyhedral elements: faces, faces of the faces, . . . , all the way to 0-dimensional elements -vertices.
Based on the equalities and inequalities that describe a polytope, we can explicitly describe all these polyhedral elements; there are ≈ 2 m of them, where m is the overall number of variables and constraints. For each of these boundary elements, we can select independent variables x i1 , . . . , x i d -as many as the dimension d of this boundary element -and explicitly describe other variables x i as linear functions of these independent ones. (In the limit case, when we consider vertices -0-dimensional boundary elements -there are no independent variables at all.) If we substitute the expressions for all the variables in terms of independent ones into the optimized quadratic function, then we get an expression E(x i1 , . . . , x i d ) for this quadratic function in terms of d independent variables x i1 , . . . , x i d only. If the minimum or maximum of this expression is in the interior of the boundary element, then all d partial derivatives w.r.t. these variables should be equal to 0:
Since the derivative of a quadratic function is a linear function, the equations (6) The only problem is that since we have ≈ 2 n boundary elements, this algorithm requires exponential (≈ 2 n ) time. So, we must design a faster algorithm. Our new algorithm will actually use peeling -but not peeling applied to the original problem, but peeling applied to reduced problems (with fewer variables).
Reduction to a fewer-dimensional problem: Step 1. Let us describe how this reduction can be done.
We will start with the case when i = j and we are looking for the maximum of the quadratic expression (3) . In this case, we want to solve the following problem:
under the conditions that p ab ∈ p ab for all a and b and that
In (7), the coefficients at p ki are non-negative; therefore, the maximum is attained when each of the terms p ki attains the largest possible value p ki . In other words, the solution to the problem (7) is also a solution to the following problem with fewer unknowns:
under the conditions (8) and
Reduction to a fewer-dimensional problem:
Step 2. Let p ii be the value for which the maximum is attained. Then, if we fix the value p ii , we get the following problem with one fewer variable:
under the conditions (10) and
Step 3. To perform a further reduction, let us sort that the coefficients p ki (k = i) in decreasing order, i.e., in such a way that
The sums in (11) and (12) do not depend on the order in which we add the terms. Thus, the above optimization problem can be reformulated as follows:
(
and Hence, a maximum is attained at a vector (p i (1) , p i (2) , . . .) for which the above condition is never satisfied, i.e., for which:
If there is no such k , i.e., if for every k,
In all these cases, there is a borderline value k such that
Thus, once we fixed k , the optimal values of all the variables p i(k) are fixed except for one variable: p i(k ) . Hence, once k is fixed, the original optimization problem takes the following form:
under the conditions that
and
where we denoted
This is a quadratic optimization problem with 2 variables under linear constraints, so, for this problem, the peeling method leads to a solution in 2 2 = const number of computational steps.
Once we compute the optimal values of p i(k ) and p ii , we can compute the corresponding value V k of the original objective function as
The actual maximum of p (2) ii can then be determined as the largest of the corresponding values V k .
Resulting algorithm for computing the upper bound for p (2) ii : first draft. The above analysis leads to the following algorithm for computing, for a given i, the upper endpoint p (2) ii of the interval of possible values of p (2) ii :
• First, we sort the values p ki (k = i) in decreasing order:
• Then, for each k = 1, . . . , n − 1, we do the following:
-we compute the value c k by using formula (20); -we solve the problem (17)- (19) of optimizing a quadratic function of two variables p i(k ) and p ii with linear constraints; -based on the solution, we compute V k by using the formula (21).
• Finally, we return the largest of the values V 1 , . . . , V n−1 as the solution to the original optimization problem.
What is the computational complexity of this algorithm? Sorting requires O(n · log(n)) steps (see, e.g., [2] ). After sorting, for each k , we need:
• O(n) steps to compute the sums in c k ,
• then a constant number of steps to solve the optimization problem with 2 unknowns, and • then, again O(n) steps to compute O(n) stepsthe total of O(n) steps. Since we need O(n) steps of each of n − 1 values k , we thus need a total of O(n 2 ) steps. The final computation of the largest of n − 1 values V k requires O(n) steps, so the overall computational complexity of the after-sorting part of this algorithm is O(n 2 ) + O(n · log(n)) = O(n 2 ). This is much larger than O(n) steps that is necessary to compute the value of p (2) ii in the non-interval case, by using the formula (2). It is therefore desirable to decrease the computation time of our algorithm. How can we do that?
Decreasing the computation time of the resulting algorithm. It is indeed possible to reduce the above computation time because we do not really need to compute c k and V k "from scratch" every time: for each k > 1, we can compute the values of these variables by modifying the previous values. More specifically, we can compute the auxiliary values
